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The following design strategies are grounded within the project’s six over arching  
design principles and have been developed in response to the project vision. 

Restructure the park layout to 
provide clarity of movement 
and clear sightlines.

Increase the programme offer 
of the park so that it is “a place 
for all”.

Locate the key programme 
elements so that it can easily 
access the common facilities 
such as toilets, picnic shelters 
and barbecues.

Utilise the new road as an 
opportunity to give the park a 
greater presence in its urban 
context and to relocate and 
increase the car parking on 
offer.

Upgrade the new wetland as an 
entry feature from the new road. 
This includes:

 – Establishing a continuous water 
narrative with Wetlands to the 
north and dry creek bed to the 
south.

 – Removal of vegetation to provide 
a safer edge condition. 

 – Bridge crossing. 
 – Key feature entry points.

Engage park visitors with the 
wetlands both physically and 
emotionally.

Design Strategies 
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Locate youth play elements 
away from existing residents 
and include night lighting.

Increase the park’s connections 
to surrounding residents for 
pedestrians and cyclists.

Utilise a major portion of the 
existing pond as high grade 
irrigation lawn area that can 
be used for play, recreation, 
festivals and events (the great 
lawn).  This forms the centre 
piece of the park.

Reimagine the existing platform 
to create a stage for organised 
and improptu performance.

Locate a an informal lawn to the 
north and south of the proposed 
great lawn for small scale events 
and passive recreation.

Connect the park’s ecology with 
the grassland on the other side 
of the highway by reinstating, 
over time, the grasslands to the 
western half of the site.

Form a defining line to the 
back of the existing ring that 
differentiates between the 
highly programmed park and the 
proposed reinstated grasslands 
to the west.
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Figure 013. - Detail plan- childrens bicycle track

Regional Play Facilities

Children’s “Learn to Ride” Bicycle Track
Set in an area of undulating topography the “Learn to Ride” bicycle track mimics 
the surrounding grassland area, cloistering the experience of the wider landscape 
for those who are not yet ready to take on the cycle tracks of the region. 

This cycle path caters for young children learning to cycle.  The path offers two 
clear levels of difficulty; the outer path with longer straights and four corners to 
negotiate and the inner meandering path. 

The brightly coloured path is amplified next to the native grass mounds, which 
can be entered using stone steppers and logs to explore various areas and survey 
the surrounds. 

The track reinforces principles from the Whittlesea Bicycle Plan and broadly links 
into the offroad bicycle network and shared paths through the park.

 

1. Painted bicycle track- complex inner track 
2. Painted bicycle track- simple outer track
3. Mounds with native grass planting
4. Stone steppers through planted area
5. Large shade trees
6. Bench seating around perimeter and central stool seating
7. On grade entrances to play room
8. Border trees in low planting to provide shade
9. Amenity area
10. Wetlands with informal access
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Figure 016. - Detail plan- childrens play area

Children’s Play
The children’s play area caters for the younger users of the park, providing  
playground staples essential to the success of the regional play offering. 

Located centrally within the park, it is envisioned that this space provides a base 
for children to begin and return to when exploring the intrigue of the surrounding 
rooms and wetland edge. 

The area is punctuated by the colourful pops of soft fall. The central deck with 
tree planting will cast shade over the toddlers play area and allows for close   
supervision by a carer.  This playroom is the most accessible and can be seen as a 
platform for the more challenging surrounding play spaces whilst also providing 
favourites to be enjoyed best in groups. 

The size allocation of the kids play area allows for flexibility in the choice of  
equipment should there be a desire to include different items. 

Further interrogation and refinement of play elements will be undertaken in the 
following design stage to ensure an appropriate diversity of risk, challenge and 
experience is achieved.

1. Swings for all ages
2. Basket swing
3. Custom climbing structure and slide
4. Landing area sandpit
5. Inground trampolines and spinners
6. Sandpit and diggers
7. Raised deck with seating and large shade tree
8. Border trees in low planting to provide shade
9. On grade entrance points to play room
10. Amenity area
11. Wetlands with informal access
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Figure 019. - Detail plan- water/adventure play

Water and Adventure Play
The popularity of waterplay is obvious and can be observed throughout local and 
regional parks around Melbourne and beyond.  Within this playroom adventure 
play has been combined with the waterplay area to create for a dynamic, active 
play experience. Much like the Learn to Ride Track, the water and adventure play 
takes inspiration from the surrounding landscape, not only in the sense of reusing 
materials from the immediate site, but also cues from the wider landscape. Using 
the metaphor of water flowing from the Merri Creek through the basalt plain, the 
playroom augments this design and into a strict geometric pattern, using water 
to divide the stone paving and large-scale concrete blocks, reminiscent of basalt 
floaters through the landscape. 

The adventure play area is formed through the utilisation of reused site materials 
in the form of large scale refurbished concrete pipes arranged into a grid where 
children can form their own path climbing, balancing, crawling and scrambling 
through the course. The pipes which are so prominent in the current park design 
find a new, more playful meaning, whilst evoking a sense of memory and familiarity.

The waterplay collides with the adventure play, utilising monolithic concrete  
elements to allow viewing over the adventure play. Hand pumps flow water into 
the channel from the elevated platforms which meets the water bubbling and 
splashing from the jets. Children are encouraged to run between the maze and 
the water play and areas of shade tree planting and open lawn are for resting and 
drying, whilst also providing space for parents and carers to view their children. 

The water used in the system (either from a potable water source or through a 
more complex reticulated system) is to be reused on site, either for irrigation or 
flowing into the wetlands.

1. Granitic Gravel
2. Stone setts
3. Lawn
4. Recycled concrete pipe maze
5. Concrete blocks with hand pumps
6. Water Jet
7. Water Channel
8. Grove of shade trees with seating beneath
9. On grade entrances to play room
10. Border trees in low planting to provide shade
11. Amenities building (with possible plant room)
12. Wetlands with informal access
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Figure 022. - Detail plan- skate park

1. Multipurpose court with super graphic
2. Skate area - street skate elements 
3. Upper plaza including shade trees and seating
4. Bleachers down to multipurpose court
5. Permeable barrier
6. 1:21 ramps
7. On grade entrances to play room
8. Border trees in low planting to provide shade
9. Amenity area
10. Wetlands with informal access
11. Carpark
12. Entry path
13. Flexible temporary retail activation area
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Urban Play- Multipurpose Courts, Skate and 
Entry Plaza
Located in close proximity to the carpark, the urban playroom can be seen as the 
gateway to not only the other playrooms, but also to much of the park’s offerings. 
Given this proximity, the space provides a crucial interface and experience for 
those arriving to the park by car or bus. For this reason, the area has been spatially 
divided between entry plaza and play to cater to the mix of users likely to be 
within this area. 

The upper plaza is the threshold to both the carpark and the main southern entry 
path. It provides an area to meet, congregate and organise next to the carpark and 
bus drop off area. It is shaded by canopy trees, accommodates for those wanting 
to rest with seating and is defined by high quality paving treatment,  distinctly 
different to the colourful paving area of the neighbouring play area. 

The multipurpose court and skate area are conceived as a singular area, with 
movement through both zones encouraged. Strategic level changes help to 
prevent conflict between ball sports and skaters whilst also adding more challenge 
to the skate zone and more opportunity for seating and rest in the amphitheatre.  
As the name suggests, the multi purpose courts encourage a range of games to 
be played, predominantly basketball, netball and small sided football, but does 
not preclude the use of the courts for many other games. It is envisioned that the 
courts will be colourfully decorated with a super graphic, enhancing its status as 
a regional landmark.

25m0 5 10 15
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Figure 025. -  Detail plan- park amenity

Park Amenity

Amenity Buildings, Shade Structures and BBQ 
Facilities
Located centrally within the park, the amenity corridor is a generous provision of 
accessible facilities to cater to a range of outdoor events. Accessible amenities block, 
shelters, cooking and rubbish facilities are located in close proximity to the main 
programmed areas and allow for visual connection to play spaces. Uninterupted 
views to the west, in particular over the events lawn towards the events stage 
create a perfect position for event viewing. 

Ample shade structures are positioned along the length of the corridor and are to 
be constructed from elegant and resilient materials, complimenting the palette of 
the park. To supplement the formal seating and shelters, informal boulders and 
logs sit beneath scattered shade trees and can be used for perching or playing. 

Both coal and gas cooking facilities are to be provided to cater for a range of 
cultural cooking practices.

The lower path of the former lake has been maintained to create a continuous track 
around the lawn. This has potential to be utilised for circuit training or running and 
could be marked to indicate distances and time. As well as maintain the path, the 
existing retaining wall has been kept in many places.  Access is provided down to 
the lawn through the wide lawn terraced steps and also 1:21 ramps, inserted into 
the wall. The portion of wall removed for these access points is to be reused in 
the construction of the ramps as walling, either in the form of large-scale pieces 
replaced, or as stacked or gabion walls. 1 2 2
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1. Amenities building
2. Shade structres with bench and tables beneath
3. Gas and coal cooking facilities
4. Rubbish bins
5. Granitic sand
6. Informal boulder seating
7. Concrete access paths
8. Lawn terraces
9. Ramp access
10. Lower path
11. Events lawn
12. Adventure and water play
13. Childrens play
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Figure 029. -  Detail plan- events lawn

Active and Passive Recreation and Flexible Event 
Space
The central lake has been reimagined as a sprawling active lawn and events space 
capable of accommodating festivals, markets and concerts, allowing the Gardens 
to continue on as a destination for community events. This large space is the heart 
of the active play zone, lending itself to larger informal ball games, exercise or 
circuit training around the lower path. 

A generous platform to the west has been levelled and at 25m long it is capable 
of housing a podium or temporary stage for festival and events or could be used 
as a more spontaneous performance venue.  As the lawn is between 530-830mm 
below its surrounds, views towards the stage and all edges are unencumbered. 

To the north and south of the events lawn, on the upper level, undulating         
landform with scattered shade tree planting provides space for picnics if the desire 
is to be away from the amenity corridor. 

Edge treatments including bleachers, stairs and ramps make the events lawn 
more accessible for recreational use, as well as for maintenance and bump in and 
out for events.
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1. Sunken events lawn
2. Picnic lawn
3. Granitic sand stage
4. Lower path
5. Shade trees
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